A retrospective study of thyroid hormone in Pediatrics: relationships with growth hormone correlation with effects of diabetes in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
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Abstract

Background: Inadequate Thyroid Hormone at birth in newborns is known as Congenital Hypothyroidism (CH) and it has a critical role in their growth and brain development. As a result, untreated CH and abnormal GH/IGF1 levels can lead to failure to thrive, osteoporosis, and Diabetic Retinopathies, among other problems. This retrospective study examines the chances of developing growth hormone disruption and Diabetes Mellitus in patients diagnosed with Congenital Hypothyroidism at the Security Forces Hospital in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

Methodology: A retrospective chart review of growth hormone deficient (GHD) patients was done at the security force hospital in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. The data was collected from the medical records of the patients. The study included all patients with growth hormone deficiency (GHD) who had complete clinical, diagnostic and treatment data.

Result: At the beginning of the research, 287 growth hormone-deficient (GHD) children ranging in age from 1 to 15 years old were evaluated for diabetes. A total of 151 (52.6%) of the 287 patients got levothyroxine therapy, while the remaining 136 (47.4%) did not (control group). Because the p-value <0.05 (t(149) = 1.165, p = 0.246), the mean difference in blood sugar level changes is not statistically significant (t(149) = 1.165, p = 0.246).

Conclusion: We found that levothyroxine therapy has no discernible effect on blood sugar level fluctuations in males and females.
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Introduction

Thyroid Hormone has a crucial role in an infant’s growth and neurological development, hence its essentiality in the Myelin Sheath formation process (1) (2). Especially in the early years of an infant’s life, the Disturbance of Thyroid Hormone function results in irreparable neurocognitive impairment (2). Inadequacy of Thyroid Hormone at birth in newborns is known as Congenital Hypothyroidism (CH), and worldwide it is one of the most common endocrine disorders in this age group (1) (3). In Saudi Arabia, literature presents higher CH incidence rates in comparison to the world population (4) (3) (5). In addition to thyroid hormone physiology, it stimulates the secretion of Growth hormone (GH), insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1) production, and bone maturation (2). Thereby, untreated CH and disturbed GH/IGF1 levels can lead to other complications of failure to thrive, osteoporosis, and Diabetic Retinopathies (2) (6). Diabetes Mellitus (DM) is one of the most common endocrine disorders in children (7). Although the exact cause of type 1 DM is idiopathic, Type 2 DM is related to Obesity (8). Hyper-secretion of growth hormone in relation to Diabetes was related to insulin resistance development, impaired metabolic control, and growth deterioration in insulin-dependent DM (9) (10). In the pediatric age group worldwide, a dramatic increase of DM Type 2 is reported with higher mortality of DM type 2 in relation to DM Type 1 (8). The World Health Organization ranks Saudi Arabia as second highest in the middle east and as 7th worldwide in the prevalence of Diabetes (11). Both endocrine disorders of Hypothyroidism and Diabetes are common and can be easily misdiagnosed clinically, which increases the risk of complications if not properly diagnosed and treated early (7). Since November 1989, the Saudi national newborn screening program for Congenital Hypothyroidism has been conducted (4). Since early diagnosis and intervention has a better outcome on patient health, this study is looking retrospectively for risks of developing growth hormone disturbance and Diabetes Mellitus inpatients diagnosed with Congenital Hypothyroidism at Security Forces Hospital in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

Methodology

(GHD) patients were done at the Security Forces Hospital in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. In the Security Forces Hospital, children aged from 1 to 15 years were diagnosed with growth hormone deficiency (GHD). At the beginning of the study, 273 growth hormone deficient (GHD) children ranging in age from 1 to 15 years old had their blood sugar levels checked. Patients with missing or partial data were not included in the study.

The information was gathered from the medical records of the patients. All patients with growth hormone deficiency (GHD) who had complete clinical, diagnostic, and therapy data were included in the study. Patients’ demographics, clinical features, investigations, and therapy parameters were among the variables. The method for determining was whether there were any links that exist between developing growth hormone disturbance and Diabetes Mellitus in patients diagnosed with Congenital Hypothyroidism. The Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the Security Forces Hospital in Riyadh city authorized this study under the IRB code H-01-R-069 (11, 4, 2021).

The JMP statistical program was used to conduct the statistical analysis. To characterize and present the research variables, descriptive statistics analysis was used. For continuous variables, mean and standard deviation were calculated.

Results

A total of 287 growth hormone-deficient (GHD) children with the age range of 1 to 15 years old were investigated for Diabetes. On average, the children were enrolled in the study at eight years old (SD = 2.53) and completed at 14 years old (SD = 2.34). This shows that, on average, each child’s Diabetes was measured at 3.44 years of age (SD = 2.26). At the beginning of the study, the mean blood sugar level was 135.0 mg/dL (SD = 15.48) and recorded to increase to 140.7 (SD = 16.39) at the end of the study.

A total of 151 (52.6%) of the 287 patients were given levothyroxine medication, whereas the remaining 136 (47.3%) were not (control group).

We wanted to see if there was a substantial difference in blood sugar level changes between the treatment and control groups in this study.

The null and alternative hypotheses for this study hypothesis are as follows:

H0: The variations in blood sugar levels in the treatment and control groups are not significantly different.

H1: The differences in blood sugar levels between the treatment and control groups are significantly different.

To test this hypothesis, an independent sample t-test is used, assuming that the variances of the treatment and control groups are equal.

This is supported by Levene’s test for equality of variance testing.

Because the p-value is not less than 0.05 (F = 0.001, p = 0.991), the changes in blood sugar levels for the treatment and control groups had equal variances.

Table 2 shows that the changes in blood sugar level were higher among patients who received the treatment (M = 6.169, SD = 20.83) than those who did not receive the treatment (M = 5.271, SD = 21.36). However, because the p-value is more than 0.05, the t-test reveals that the mean difference between the two groups was not statistically significant (t(285) = 0.360, p = 0.719).

This demonstrates that there is no substantial difference in blood sugar fluctuations between patients who received growth hormone treatment and those who did not (Table 2).
An independent t-test is further carried out to see whether there is a significant difference in the changes in blood sugar level among treatment groups based on gender. Among the treatment group, 79 (52%) patients were identified as males, and 72 (48%) were females. Figure 3 shows that the males have just slightly lower changes in sugar blood levels as compared to females. A formal test with the independent t-test can be confirmed whether this difference between males and females is significant or not. Because the p-value is greater than 0.05 (F = 2.483, p = 0.117), Levene’s test implies that the independent t-test for comparing variations in blood sugar levels between males and females should be conducted under the premise of equal variances. Because the p-value is more than 0.05 (t(149) = 1.165, p = 0.246), the independent t-test shows that the mean difference in blood sugar level changes is not statistically significant (t(149) = 1.165, p = 0.246). As a result, we may infer that levothyroxine medication has no discernible effect on blood sugar level variations in males and females.
Discussion

The study purpose was to determine whether there are any links that exist between developing growth hormone disturbance and Diabetes Mellitus in patients diagnosed with Congenital Hypothyroidism at Security Forces Hospital in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, and it was done retrospectively, the findings of our study revealed that out of 287 patients, 151 (52.6%) received levothyroxine treatment and the rest 136 (47.4%) did not receive the treatment (control group) and that the changes in blood sugar level were higher among patients who received the treatment (M = 6.169, SD = 20.83) than those who did not receive the treatment (M = 5.271, SD = 21.36). And this can be supported by another study that found similar results. This might be explained by how levothyroxine affects insulin resistance (15). We also conclude that levothyroxine treatment does not make any significant difference in blood sugar level changes between males and females. There is a link between Thyroid gland and Diabetes; it has been displayed that they both affect each other and there is an association between the conditions. Thyroid hormones also have a role in the regulation of carbohydrate metabolism and pancreatic function (13). However, we found that there was no significant difference in the changes of blood sugar level between patients who were treated with growth hormone and those who were not. Even though GH is well known to have effects on glucose metabolism, GH increases glucose production through gluconeogenesis and glycogenolysis from the liver and kidney (14). Males who are Growth deficient have a slow growth velocity, as compared to females who displayed an acceleratory trend (15). Pediatric Diabetes is increasing internationally; the World Health Organization rank Saudi Arabia at 7th in prevalence and 5th in incidence of type 1 diabetes mellitus. A study conducted in King Khalid University Hospital, Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, concluded that because of the increasing endocrine disorders, more pediatricians need to be trained to meet the requirement (17). Diabetes patients should be screened for thyroid abnormality when are clinically stable or once getting glycemic control; also every 1-2 years unless the patient develops thyroid disorder symptoms such as thyromegaly, an abnormal growth rate, or glycemic changes (16). Type 1 diabetes and hypothyroidism are common but they can be missed on initial presentation (18). Screening of the neonatal helps with early diagnosis and management of asymptomatic infants (19). When treating patients that are type 1 diabetic and growth hormone-deficient there are some challenges, but growth hormone treatment is considered safe and effective (20).

Conclusion

In our research, we found that patients who received levothyroxine therapy have increased their blood sugar level compared to patients who did not receive the treatment and we also found that levothyroxine treatment does not make any significant difference in blood sugar level changes between males and females.


